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fie PEP-11/B~B~~ Project Database is a tool for monitoring the technical and documentation aspects of the accelerator
and detector construction. It holds the PEP-11/BAB~Rdesign specifications, fabrication and installation data in one
integrated system. Key pieces of the database include the machine parameter list, components fabrication and calibration
data, survey and alignment data, property control, CAD drawings, publications and documentation. ~is central Oracle
database on a UNIX server is built using Oracle*Case tools. Users at the collaborating laboratories mainly access the data
using World Wide Web (WW~. fie Project Database is being extended to link to legacy databases required for the
operations phase.

OUR EWIRONMENT

me B Factory at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) is a project built to study the physics of matter and
anti-matter: ‘It consists of two accelerator storage rings (PEP-II) and a detector (B~BJR}a project of approximately $250
million with collaboration by many labs worldwide.

We faced the challenge of integrating both administrative and technical data into one CASE enterprise design. fie
goal, defined at the project’s inception in late 1992,was to use a central database as a tool for the collaborating labs to:

1. track quality assurance during construction of the accelerator and detector
2. track down problems faster when they develop
3. facilitate the construction process.

me focus of the project database, therefore, is on technical data which had to be developed in-house (see Fig. 1).

. . me High Energy Physics community uses highly heterogeneous computer systems. mere are more than 700 PEP-II
and BABAR collaborators at more than 70 sites worldwide. ~ey use a mixture of Macintosh OS, MS Windows, UNH,
VMS and VM operating systems. ~is open environment led us to rely on the W for broad user access to the data.

GUI interfaces are a necessity for our users. Most of them are physicists and engineers who are only casual users of
the database. ~ey are quite capable of building their own desktop computer applications. Only GUI tools, such as
WWW, can entice them &om their existing disparate desktop applications onto a central database. Oracle was chosen
because it is a modem, relational database; it runs on the clientiserver architecmre our project is using, it is akeady site-
Iicensedat SLAC and, in addition, is widely used at other DOE labs.

SCOPE AND FUNCTIONALITY OF THE PRO~CT-WDE DATABASE

me core of our accelerator and detector project data is the new Oracle* CASE-generated enterprise database. fiis

integrated database is normalized, and validation is done through consmaints. Hooks are designed for other existing SLAC
institutional data and for future links.

Existing legacy databases are linked to the PEP-11/B~B~RProject Database by the Web and common data elements
(examples are the Purchase Requisition database in SPIRES and flat files, the Cables database in Oracle). ~rough the
Web pages, additional data flat files, binary and graphics files are also accessed or downloaded by our collaborators from a
central place.
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The following are the main subsystems, categoriti by stages during construction of the machine.

DESIGN STAGE

1. The Personnel module.

2. The Parameter List module, which holds the physics and engineering parameters of the accelerator. Change
control is applied to parameter values, and dl changes are journded in the database.

3. A Drawings module capable of producing drawing trees and bills of materials. Work is in progress to view
the CAD drawings themselves on screen through WWW.

4. A Documentation tracking module

CONS~UGION STAGE

5. A Purchase Requisition Tracking system, based primarily on legacy dambases.

6. A Fabrication module based on “travelers” consisting of measuremenfi taken of the component instances. A
traveler is a set of fabrication instructions and measurements to manufacture that component instance.

7. A Survey and Mignment module, which contains ided and actual coordinates for instiled components.

INSTAUTION STAGE

8. A Cables and Wire Lists module which is based on links to a legacy database.

9. The InventoryRoperty Control system, which is based on barcodes.

10. The Environment Safety and Health @S&~ modules -- which includes Corrective Actions that track safety
problems, and Personnel ES&H Training Records based on links to legacy database.
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Fig. 1. PEP-1~~% Pr6jmt-Wide Database Entiti~ and Relationships Diagrm generati by
~acle*CASE.



IMPUMENTING WE KEY PIECES

To ded with the contradiction between the large scope of au enterprise-wide database and the pressing needs of a
cons~ction project tieady under way, we focused on getting key pi=s of the skeleton database running right away.
Other pieces were created as management and production needs arose.

The fwst three modules implemented were (see Fig. 2):

1. Personnel (most tables in the database have relationships with this module); this includes a platform-
independent e-mail distribution system.

2. Drawings and specifications (mainly, but not exclusively, CAD)

3. Components (magnets, calorimeter crystis, etc.)

The Components system was the heart of the technical part of the databme, and we revised i~ design many times.
In Fig. 3, the Entities and Relationships Diagram shows tha~ for a component to exist in the database, it must be entered
in the Component Master List entity. The component can have many parameters and their corresponding design values.
It can dso have a drawing number and a revision number. Each instance of the component is entered into the
Component entity. The component instance is produced according to the order of procedures from a traveler which has a
traveler number and revision number. In the traveler, the fabrication instictions and measuremen~ are identified by
~ks. Me=urement values are stored in the Component Metric entity. The Component Location entity records the
history of physical locations of the component instance, with the find designation being im destination in the PEP-II
tunnel.

. .
We have Ested this Components design with PEP-II magnet and vacuum systems, with the BABAR calorimeter

crystis system and Instrumented Nux Return system. Through these tables, we are able to rerneve fabrication and
memurement data by -many cri~ria. Users can access data through the Web interface. Data m dso be dumped from

w), into maY o~er softwme pachges familiar to, ~d prefe~edthe datib%<~by tiird party software, like Clear Access
by, the users,suchasMi~osoftExcel(seeFig. 4 and 5).
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Fig. 4. Bdl memurements for ~R Dipole Magnet
serial number 148 horn Oracle Form.s4

Fig. 5. Graph of Bd measurements at 650 A for d
~R Dipole MagneN from data retrieved by
Clear Access and charted in Microsoft Excel.

SOME PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS

CREATING WE SEMUSS WHOE WI~ WOR~ WIDE WEB

As may institutions have found, access to and use of the ~ has been au enormously successful approach.
Providing WWW access to the many components of the PEP-IVBABA~Project Dambase has had the effect of “turning on

the light” for literally hundreds of our users. Through ~, we can provide easy searching, rernevd and reporting
directiy from the Oracle dawbase. Complex search criteria, table joins and linking to legacy dambmes are dl transparent
to the users. Response time for Oracle access via ~ has been excellent.

Our god is to provide access to dl public components of the Project Database via WWW. In general, direct access
to the databme via Forms should only be necessary foc

1. users needing to make modifications to the database

2. tables where security issues cannot be fully resolved on WWW.

We prefer the WWW interface because we find Oracle Forms4 and Reports2 cumbersome in requiring that users run
two distinct programs, even when Reports2 is called by Forms4. The two programs require a lot of computer disk space
and memory, and it is a chore u@ting the client computers when new versions of the programs are released. Mthough
Form.s4is nearly source code portable across platforms, we had to do significant work to manipulate buttons and fonts
(see Table 1).

IMPMMEWATION

- At SLAC we are currentiy running the CERN WWW server code on ~ and VM computers.
mainframe contains our legacy databases. The ~ WWW server is on a S~ with SQL*Net access to
&tabase instance, which resides on an RS/6000.

The VM
the Oracle

The heart of the database/web interface is in one Compatible Gateway Interface (CGI) script. A major drawback to
using CGI scripts is tha~ at this level, they do not have any security and could po~ntidly execute undesirable commands
or have unexpected resul~.

We are fortunate that much of our dab is not of a sensitive nature. With hundreds of collaborators around the world,
being able to provide information with few security constraints is a big plus. However, some data are of a semi-sensitive
nature so we have been faced with the security,issue. Therefore, access to some information from off-site machines is
controlled.

--
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Table 1 Comparison of World Wide Web and ~acle Forms4 Gm Interfaces

Factom Being
Compared

Data input integrity

Security

** Lemt requirements on

computer hardware,
instigation, maintenmce,
upgrades.

. .

. .----

** Platfom independent

** Spans different

databases (~acle,
SP~S, Sybase) &
different file formats<flat
files, help files, graphic
files) -:

Inte~watedquery& report

LltiS tO third p~y
softwwe
Ease of use for casual
users

For our environment

World Wide Web

Data type &range checking, inter-table
integrity, key-column protections & locking
schemes are not built in.
Passwords have many risks still needing
solutions. Several levels of security possible
(server, directory, file).
Mac &PC Web Browsers, tike Netscap~

need 1 Mb Hard D~k & 3 Mb RAM to
run basic browser.

Software is free or low cost.

UN~ servers have Web Browsers that
can run on X Window.

htillation or upgrade of Netscape for
Mac &PC is 10 minutm. No rml
maintenance needed.

All fila are on servers. mere are

consistent interfacm for querim, reports
& printing.

CGI scripts mn query any type of server-
based database, providing titi with

legacy data, heterogeneous databa= &
different file formats.

Everything is done in CGI scripts.

Cutipaste from Web reports page into

MS Word or Excel.

No need to remember enter vs. execute
query, next block vs. next record, input
vs. query mode.

No need to remember/for~et Dasswords.

Oracle Fofi & Repo*2

Built into Forms4.

Login password providm security.

Mac & K Forms4 and Reports2 need 20
Mb %d Disk &16 Mb ~. Suitable
only for high end desktop computers (486,
Quadra,..).
Programs cannot be run off the server for
Mac.
Mac & R can run X Window session for
Forms4 & Reports2 on ~–but response
time is not good enough.
If dl goes well, Mac initiation or upgrade
of Forms4 & Repofi$2 takes 20 to 30
minutes. Maintenance problem if user
renames hard drive, moves tiacle directory
or home, ek.
Fonts & icon appearances (sizes, colors) dl
have to be tweaked in porting cross-
platfom.

Much more liited.

Forms4 & Reports2 are two separate
yrograms.
Harder to save output to any common
formats for MS Word or Excel.
The opposite is true.

We rely on the Web for broad data query access.
We rely on Forms4 for tie authorized people doing data input.

With only Forms4 access to the database, there were -30 users.
With Web access to the database, there are now -700 users.
(The Web increased our 10bsecurity!!)

--
** Deno@sa key factor for most USers Bold denotes the better GW tool.
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In order to provide some minimal level of security for CGI scripts on the SLAC WWW server, a CGI security
Wrapper is used. The server invokes the PEP-II CGI script through the Wrapper, which is iklf a CGI script. The
Wrapper provides some simple checking on input to the PEP-D CGI script. This dso makes it trivial to permit the
execution of “authorized’ ~ commands.

The PEP-II CGI script maybe called in several ways:

1.Direcdy from a WWW form requesting a database search with specified cri~ria.

2. From m’http ~ requesting tiat a customized WWW form be creati based on a requesting user’s IP address. In -
this case, the form produced may be dependent on the requesting IP address (on-sik versus off-site).

3.From a hypertext reference (hot spot) requesting information from the Project Database or perhaps from a legacy
database syskm.

The following example illustrates the process of searching for a tiwing using WWW (see Fig. 5). The user fust
navigates to a WWW form that has several choices for search criteria such as drawing number, tide words, dak ranges.
The user tills in one or more search criterion fields (using a wild card charac~r if desirti) and presses the “search’
button. Control then is passed to the PEP-II CGI script (via the Wrapper). Arguments passed to the CGI script include dl
of the tilled-in search ti~ria plus a function parameter that tells the script which operation to perform. The arguments
are examined by the script resulting in a single SQL W~~ clause. The predica~ is then passed to a Pro*C progrm
that formats and outpumdata based on a declared cursor. In addition to outputting the requested daw the C program may..
insert http references bat in turn cdl upon the same CGI script with other functions. For instance, engineers and
approvers of the drawings are linked to our personnel tables so hot spots are included for quick reference. In addition, hot
spots to produce higher and lower assembly drawing trees may be automatic~y created. This is one example of the. .. ----
many relationships that are included in the WWW pages, not only from within the Project Database in @acle but dso
from hot spots referencing legacy databases (see Figs. 6 and 7).

The M for the PEP-IUBABA~Project is:
http://~.slac.stanford.edtiacceVpepi~ome.htti
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Fig. 5 Drawings Web ~~ Form, and Report which includes more “hot spots”
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O~ER USER I~RFACE ISSUES

One of our most successful applications is the Purchase Requisition tracking module which integrated together
Oracle tables and six legacy databms (see Fig. 6). Before this, users had to search for the data using these disparate
databmes. Through WWW, we provided the interface into these hybrid systems as part of our project enterprise
database. In the beginning, we were reluctant to venture into this legacy swamp (saying, as most sensible programmers
do, that such a messy system should be re-engineered frost). However, this turned out to be one of the most utihzed
modules and encouraged us to look at the enterprise-wide database more from the user viewpoint. That is, while the
database mefis solid design of entity relationships and table definitions to the progrmers, to the users the screens and -
reports interface is the database. The users are not concerned with how many Oracle and SP~S databases (often in
messy legacy systems) a Web interface has to span, nor need they be.

Our users capture data in a myriad of ways, initially not involving Oracl&(in spreadsheets, flat files, non-relational
databases}and they will continue to do so. We work with the users to record the data in these forma~ (e.g., in MS Excel
spreadsh~t templates), and write ~=, C or SQL*Loader progrms to load this data into Oracle. Such measures
for user data input that help free the users from the underlying database table structures are popular within our project.

FAST ~CK

We have a very small team doing the arudysis and development (averaging two and a hdf full-time people over 3
years). The physicis~ and engineers were extremely busy with design problems of fieir own to meet the requirements of
the project. Time and again, the users told us that they did not have a clear idea of what they wanted. In this hectic
environmen~ it was often difficult to perform a detailed antiysis of the system. We combined lessons we learned during
our 1992 visit to ~~ in &nev% Swiwerland, our knowledge of databases used to track the manufacture of other
produti~;”tifi what our users liked and disliked. We have learned to quicMy give key pieces of the database to the users
so that they can test the interface and the data. The rapid turn-around has been important for maintaining user
involvement and management support.

This prototyping worked extremely well. Users were eager to state how the system should be improvti to better
meet their needs. CASE hm been an important tool in shortening this development cycle.

Fig. 6. World Wide Web interface to PEP-II Purchase

Requisitions joining Oracle and legacy SP~S
data

-- Fig. 7. Row Chart of Web Database Queries to Send E-
mail for Updating Personnel Information
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USING CASE FOR DESIGN AND MAI~NANCE

The project is a large one with many database objects as well as many screens and repom. We needed something to
help us manage these and, just m importantly, we wanted to gain experience with Oracle*CASE. CASE h= helped
gready, but at times has hindered us from upgrading client software. CASE generators for Form4 were not relemed at
the same time m the CDE suite. We had no choice but to abandon CASE for a time.

The fist lesson one learns about CASE is that training in the use of the product is a prerequisite. This training is
crncid to unders~ding how face~ of CASE integrate and complement each other. The course matetis one obtains -
from completing CASE classes include recipes detailing how to accomplish the required opemtions to develop a project.
Unfortunately, the courses does not include how to recover from missteps, and on the first project these will be made.
After a short while, the workings of CASE become familim and its benefits appment.

CASE Wowed us to build the original screens and reports rapidy, and to easily implement changes. Using CASE,
we could ofkn produce in a couple of hours what might have taken a week or more using only Forms and Reports.
CASE did not solve dl our forms problems. We had to code some procedures on our own, as well as some triggers.
However, approximately 90~. of the code was written by CASE. The code produced dso served m a PL/SQL training
aid. By examining the code that CASE produced, developers were able to write better triggers in other applications.

In the prototyping methodology where objects and the relationships between them will change, CASE provided
some stability and documentation. This project was f~st built against a version 6 titabase when roles were unavailable
however the fact that dl the granw were stored in CASE made it simple to restore permissions on dropped and recreated
objects.

. .. ..-

Work will be done to expand to more accelerator and detector components.

This construction and history &ta will be useful for the ongoing maintenance of the B Factory facility. We plan to -
make liks to legacy SLAC dambases in order to facilitate this function.

-.
Many parts of the CASE-generated database design can be re-used. In particular, the component and traveler system

is generic Awe are able to apply it for both the accelerator and the detector. Being able to re-use different parts of the
database design with @cle*CASE has in fact allowed us to cover a broad scope with a smd team.

SUMM~Y

A Gaphicd User Interface that is intuitive and easy to use is a key to the PEP-IVBABA~Project Database being
widely adopted by the Project Management and tie general user community. ~ access to the ~ta has greatiy
helped (linking even different database software).

Delive~ time of the software had to be fmt to maintin user involvement. Oracle*CASE has been an impo~t tool
for this rapid prototyping, enabling our small team to bufld an enterprise database.

This project-wide system is a useful tool to maintain quality &ssuranceduring the construction of PEP-II and BABAR.

It is d;o helping to facilitate management and coordination of the collaborating labs. This integration of administrative
and kchnicd data is an innovative use within the accelerator community of a central project-wide dambase.

The vision and support of the PEP-IUBABAR Project Management in recognizing the need for a centralized data
repository is a major factor in bri~ging-this about.

8
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